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Rolling Thunder Metal Works Inc. Hammers Out New Innovation in an Old
Design

Rolling Thunder Metal Works Inc. officially released its line of Signature Series Lifetime
Guaranteed Metal Shaping Hammers today. These are the next sets of tooling in the Signature
Series Lifetime Guaranteed tool line that looks to grow to more than a dozen tools by year end.

Palatine, IL (PRWEB) July 12, 2004 -- "Each one of the six hammer designs is uniquely crafted and hand
finished," said Barry Nielsen, President, Rolling Thunder Metal Works Inc., "which produces a tool of
uncompromising quality that is really worthy to carry an Unconditional Lifetime Guarantee."

Each hammer in the line is built from 4140 cold finished billet steel, ground and polished to a mirror finish. The
heads are fitted with long hickory handles which are made in North Carolina. What really sets them apart from
other body or shaping hammers on the market is the length of the handles and the designs of the heads. The
basic metal shaping hammer head hasn't changed much of the years, but the materials, weights and reach of
these hammers has now brought the designs into the twenty-first century. The six hammers consist of two styles
of 1 Â½" diameter by 6" long bumping and blocking hammers, two styles of 2" diameter by 6" long bumping
and blocking hammers, a 2" diameter by 8" planishing hammer and a deep reach 2" diameter by 10" long
bumping hammer.

The Signature Series Hammer Sets can be viewed and ordered online starting at $85.00 at
http://www.rollingthundermetalworks.com . Rolling Thunder Metal Works Inc. is a Palatine, IL custom metal
fabrication shop specializing custom metal fabrication tooling, and metal shaping for all types of cars, bikes,
and trucks.
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Contact Information
Barry Nielsen
ROLLING THUNDER METALWORKS INC.
http://www.rollingthundermetalworks.com
(847) 934-0083

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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